
Indeed Apply
With a single click, you can optimize your applicant experience 

and access tools to identify your ideal candidates

2020



Job seekers encounter friction 
in the application process

9/10
Number of quality candidates the 

average company loses to a 
complicated application process1

50%
Average percentage of job seekers 

who abandon applications that 
take longer than 10 minutes2

1Indeed data; 2Newton Software



Job seekers are applying via mobile, 
but encountering further obstacles

70%
of applications submitted on 

Indeed are from mobile devices1

56%
of Fortune 500 application 

processes are not mobile friendly2

1Indeed data; 2Indeed Time to Apply Study



Attracting talent efficiently and 
cost effectively can be challenging

$4,129
Average cost per hire in the U.S. 

The average cost per hire for 
executives is $14,9362

1JobVite; 2Society for Human Resource Management

38 days
Average number of days 

it takes to fill a role1



Indeed is dedicated to 
understanding talent needs 
and helping recruiters hire 
more efficiently.



Your jobs may already be on Indeed…
but are they working hard to attract 

talent and drive applicants?



Three ways to present your jobs to talent



Friendly apply process

Mobile resume submission

Test for quality

Multi-location posting

Automated job posting ✓

Sponsorship eligible ✓

Aggregated:
Jobs “scraped” onto Indeed from 

your career website or ATS

Your career site Your application experience

Option 01: Aggregated jobs



Friendly apply process ✓

Mobile resume submission ✓

Test for quality ✓

Multi-location posting ✓

Automated job posting

Sponsorship eligible ✓

Jobs posted directly 
on Indeed

Option 02: Jobs posted directly on Indeed



Friendly apply process ✓

Mobile resume submission ✓

Test for quality ✓

Multi-location posting ✓

Automated job posting ✓

Sponsorship eligible ✓

Aggregated + Indeed Apply enabled:
Enable Indeed Apply to post your jobs 

directly on Indeed

Option 03: Enable Indeed Apply

Your career site



Friendly apply process ✓

Mobile resume submission ✓

Test for quality ✓

Multi-location posting ✓

Automated job posting ✓

Sponsorship eligible ✓

Aggregated + Indeed Apply enabled:
Enable Indeed Apply to post your jobs 

directly on Indeed

Option 03: Enable Indeed Apply

Your career site

Sponsorship eligible ✓

20% lower cost-per-apply for 
sponsored Indeed Apply jobs vs. 
sponsored aggregated jobs1

1Indeed data, Average over March 2019 



Aggregated Jobs

Your jobs are displayed on Indeed 
already. It doesn't take you any 
time, but it presents an inconsistent 
and cumbersome apply experience 
for talent. 

Time
savings

Applicant 
volume

Conversion 
rate efficiency

Enable Indeed Apply

With a single click, your aggregated 
job is converted to an optimized 
posting on Indeed. Time saved is 
time spent getting to know your 
ideal candidates better. 

Time
savings

Applicant 
volume

Conversion 
rate efficiency

Post directly on Indeed

Provides you optimization tools and 
attracts talent better, but can be very 
time consuming, especially when 
posting a large number of open roles.

Time
savings

Applicant 
volume

Conversion 
rate efficiency



Aggregated Jobs

Your jobs are displayed on Indeed 
already. It doesn't take you any 
time, but it presents an inconsistent 
and cumbersome apply experience 
for talent. 

Time
savings

Applicant 
volume

Conversion 
rate efficiency

Enable Indeed Apply

With a single click, your aggregated 
job is converted to an optimized 
posting on Indeed. Time saved is 
time spent getting to know your 
ideal candidates better. 

Time
savings

Applicant 
volume

Conversion 
rate efficiency

Post directly on Indeed

Gets you optimization tools and 
attracts talent better, but can be very 
time consuming, especially when 
posting a large number of open roles.

Time
savings

Applicant 
volume

Conversion 
rate efficiency

Save time, increase applicants, 
and help lower your 
cost-per-apply with Indeed 
Apply.



Indeed Apply

Making it easier 
and more appealing 
for talent to apply 
to your jobs

+ A seamless experience

+ Mobile friendly

+ Apply fast

+ Showcase skills



Indeed Apply

Making it easier 
for recruiters to 
attract talent and 
manage jobs

+ Boost applies by up to 4X1

+ 20% lower cost per apply for sponsored jobs2

+ Get to your shortlist faster with skills tests

+ Manage many jobs with ease

1Indeed data (worldwide); 2Indeed data, Average over March 2019 



When you enable 
Indeed Apply

Go from having jobs that are merely 
visible on Indeed…

To having an application and job 
management experience that is 
wonderful on Indeed.



Enable Indeed Apply
to help pick up speed.
Keep applicants moving quickly through the
apply process and keep quality applicants.



Fortune 500 companies know the 
application process has to be fast

Source: Indeed Time to Apply Study

4 minutes 5 minutes 6.25 minutes 8 minutes1 minute 8 minutes

The median time to apply to Fortune 500 jobs: 13 minutes



Jobs aggregated from website/ATS

PAGE 1 PAGE 2 PAGE 3 PAGE 4

PAGE 5 PAGE 6 PAGE 7 PAGE 8

Cumbersome apply experience



Jobs posted directly on Indeed or with Indeed Apply
Fast and simple for talent to apply

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3



Enable Indeed Apply
to make it a good 
experience.
Provide a mobile-friendly experience that 
exists within a single, seamless platform 
with information that’s complete and easy 
to read.



Your aggregated job 
without Indeed Apply

Jobs aggregated from your 
career website can be difficult 
or impossible to apply to on 
mobile devices.



Your aggregated job 
with Indeed Apply

When you enable Indeed Apply, 
your apply experience is easy 
and mobile-friendly for talent.



Indeed Apply creates a streamlined experience for talent
Easy to apply on mobile

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3



Help talent 
showcase their 
abilities.
Include screener questions 
or assessments.



Percentage of job seekers that agree 
skills tests are a good way to show 
employers they’ve got what it takes75%

Source: Indeed Survey Monkey Research



What does this ultimately mean for recruiters?



Boost your 
productivity with 
a single click.

Enable Indeed Apply



Increase quality 
applicants

A friendly and fast apply 
experience with skills tests 
can help you get to your 
short-list faster.

Skills test Easy apply



Friendly recruiter 
functionality

New features help recruiters 
spend more time connecting 
with talent instead of dealing 
with job postings.

    +  Manage jobs easily

    +  Export candidates

    +  Sponsor swiftly



Quick demo



What happens when you enable Indeed Apply?



Job seekers

+ Reduced barriers to apply

+ Time savings

+ Showcase skills and prove merit



Recruiters

+ Get to your shortlist faster with skills tests

+ 20% lower cost-per-apply for sponsored jobs2

+ Boost applies by up to 4X1

+ Manage many jobs with ease on Indeed

1Indeed data (worldwide); 2Indeed data, Average over March 2019 



Start using Indeed 
Apply to efficiently 
post jobs and drive 
applicants.

We already aggregate jobs from your 
career website onto Indeed. 

All you need to do is click Enable 
Indeed Apply to create a friendly apply 
experience that boosts applicants and 
helps you get to your candidate 
shortlist. 

Enable Indeed Apply



Product demo



Cumbersome apply experience Friendly apply experience

PAGE 1 PAGE 4

PAGE 6 PAGE 7


